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PART - A

Answer a/l questions. Each question carries 5 marks.

l. Schematically r€present a clearance fi! tansition fit and interference fit, in hole

basis systern

2. Draw the symbols of the following geomefical characteristiss.

(a) Total run out radial (b) Cylin&icity (c) Position of a line

(d) Co'axiality (e) Symmety of a median plane.

3. Draw any five symbols used for indicating the surface finish on drawing.

4. Write any five types of process charts used for industrial purposes. (4x5 =20)

PART - B

I Answer arry two of the following questions. Each question caries 15 marks.

1. A lever keyed to a shaft supported in a sleeve bearing is shown figure 1.

The fit between *re mating parts arc described below:

(a) Normal running fit between the shaft and the sleeve.

(b) Light pressing fit between the shaft and. the sleeve.

(c) Light keying fit betrveen the straft and the lever.

Copy the figrue and mark the above fits using appropriate symbols and gndes in

hole basis svstem.
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2. A locating pin shown in figure 2 is to be manufactured in a machine shop.

Prepare an operation chart incorporating the following details.

Part name - lncating Pin Equrpmort - Drill Jig

Part number - 93 0031 08 Material - Steel

Drawing Number - LP 0030 09 Specification - IS:555 PART- 1

Machines, Tools, Departrnents, Operations, Gauges. Set up and operation times.

3. A knurled rest pin is shown in figure 3. The surfaces are represented by A,B,C.

The roughness values mentioned below. The surface A is to be chromium plated

of roughness value 0.4 microns.

Surlace A to 0.8 microns, Surface B and C to 3.2 microns, Surface other than

A.B,C to 6.3 microns. Qx15 =T)

PART - C

ill Answer any one of the following questions. Each fulI question carries 50 marks.

1. Figure 4 shows the sectional elevation of a sleeves. The surface to be toleranced

symbolically and represented by 1,2,3 and 4. Prepare a shop floor drawing

as per BIS incorporating the following requirements,

(a) Surface 1 should not have a radial nm out grcater than 0.008 mm with respect

to the axis of the sleeve. Also the surface should be contained between two

parallel planes 0.008 mm apatl.

(b) Surface 1 and 2 should be parallel to each other with a parallelism tolerance

of 0.004 mm.

(c) Surface 3 should have a geometrical circularity and cylindricity tolerances

within 0.003 mm each.

(d) Surface 4 has a radial run out limited to 0.008 mm with respect to the axis.

Circularity tolerance limited to 0.003 mm and a cylindricity tolerance of
0.003 mm.

2. Figure 5 shows an assembly drawing of Overhung Crank. Prepare a shop floor

drawing of the following with suitable grades and symbols as per BIS.

(a) Crank and crank shaft (b) Ciank surface (c) Crank and crank pin.

(1 xsO = 50)
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